SCHOOL BUS SOLUTIONS

KEEPING CHILDREN SAFE

WHY GATEKEEPER?
ABOUT US:
Gatekeeper engineers, manufactures
and distributes industry leading highdefinition safety and surveillance
solutions for a range of clients
including school districts, first
responders, public transit authorities,
as well as the US military and Coast
Guard.
For the K-12 market, Gatekeeper’s
smart technology helps to catch
stop-arm violators, and monitors
activity in and around the bus. These
scalable systems include high-speed,
multi-lane license plate readers; live
streaming and tracking; and 360°
coverage options for both inside and
outside of the bus.

We understand the challenges of the K-12 market’s districts and bus
drivers, and have solutions that address: Operational Efficiencies, Faster
Emergency Response, Deterring Bullying and Violence, Protection of
Assets, and False Liability Claims.
Gatekeeper offers affordable, scalable solutions for fleets of any size.
Our Analog High Definition (AHD) technology enables you to take a ‘plug
and play’ approach to upgrading your system as you need it by utilizing
existing cameras, and provides complete versatility when selecting a new
system.
Gatekeeper’s video solutions enable you to connect up to 24 cameras.
With the correct configuration, you can achieve the 360° coverage you
need inside and outside of your vehicle.
When you choose a Gatekeeper video solution, you’re choosing peace of
mind for your drivers and pupils with reliable recordings, secure storage,
and technology that is built-tough and tested to withstand all road and
weather conditions. Your recordings are where you need them when you
need them.

DETER BAD DRIVING BEHAVIOR TO
KEEP CHILDREN SAFE
Gatekeeper’s stop arm camera system enables
you to capture stop arm violators day or night with
unquestionable clarity. The system uses infrared
technology to capture tag numbers as far as lane 4,
in the toughest of lighting and weather conditions.
Gatekeeper’s sensor technology detects motion and
stop arm deployment, while the superior quality of
cameras ensures tag readability and superior image
quality so you have a complete evidence package. In
states where legislation allows, Gatekeeper’s optional
TIMs software helps to automate the evidence review
and citation process for stop arm violator prosecution.

GET THE WHOLE PICTURE
Find It, Save It, Share It

Gatekeeper products include G4 Viewer software
that provides you with visibility to what your vehicles
encounter daily, both inside and outside of the vehicle,
with the option of tracking routes, live streaming video,
and wirelessly downloading footage. Other features of the
software include inverted blur, quick search and review of
incidents using the built in GPS tagged map, and the ability
to easily clip and share video content in any file format.

GPS Mapping:

Gatekeeper’s G4 Vision software is equipped with GPS
mapping, to make finding incidents and tracking your
fleet easy. Simply click the map where an incident occurs
to view the footage from your vehicle at that GPS location
within seconds.

Wifi & Cellular Ready:

Gatekeeper DVRs are built wifi and cellular ready. With the addition of a wireless module, receive radio coverage in your
vehicle yard, and gain the ability to turn on DVRs remotely for easy viewing of your recorded data using Gatekeeper’s
Autowake feature. With cellular coverage, you can also access video live to monitor incidents, driver behavior, and see
real time GPS mapping of your vehicle’s route.

G4-Vision HealthCheck:

Gatekeeper’s G4-Vision HealthCheck uses intelligent analytics to provide you the peace of mind you need to ensure
your mobile video systems are operating reliably in the field. Through remote interrogation and media analytics, G4Vision is able to detect and alert when equipment is not working optimally and when cameras are tampered with, out
of focus, scratched, covered, painted or even out of aim. Once identified, you are made aware of the specific nature of
the problems with your system so that quick action can be taken to restore picture and recording quality.
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